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Likelihood ratio tests for detecting a single outlier in multivariate linear models
are considered, where an observation is called an outlier if there has been a shift in
the mean. The test statistics are the maximum of n nonindependent statistics, where
n is the number of observations. Relevant distributions to use upper and lower
Bonferroni’s inequalities are given.  1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
The detection of an outlier has a long history. In univariate normal sam-
ples Thompson (1935) and Pearson and Chandra Sekar (1936) studied the
problem of detecting one outlier. Their results were followed up by a num-
ber of researchers, among others Nair (1948), Grubbs (1950, 1969), Kudo^
(1956), David (1956a, b), Queensberry and David (1961), Srikantan (1961),
Ferguson (1961), David and Paulson (1965), Joshi (1972), Stefansky
(1972), Ellenberg (1973, 1976), and Galpin and Hawkins (1981). For the
multivariate normal model, the detection of outliers have been considered,
among others, by Siotani (1959), Karlin and Truax (1960), Ferguson
(1961), Wilks (1963), Schwager and Margolin (1982), Sinha (1984), Pan
and Fang (1995), and Srivastava (1997).
Detecting an outlier in the multivariate regression and growth curve
models, however, have not been fully considered in the literature. In fact,
even in the univariate regression model, Ellenberg (1973) obtained the dis-
tribution under some restrictions on the design matrix. In this paper we
provide the relevant results for the above two models, from which the
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univariate regression results also follow without any restriction on the
design matrix.
2. MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION MODEL
The multivariate linear regression model can be written as
yi=Bxi+7
12= i , i=1, 2, ..., n,
where B is a p_k matrix of unknown regression parameters, xi ’s are
known vectors, =i ’s are i.i.d. Np(0, I) and 712 is the unique positive definite
(and symmetric) square root of the unknown covariance matrix 7 of the
random vector yi . A shift in the mean of the i th observation vector yi may
be expressed as
E[yi]=Bxi+$,
where $ is an unknown vector of constants. To write the above model in
matrix notation, let
Y=(y1 , y2 , ..., yn), X=(x1 , x2 , ..., xn)
and the n_n identity matrix,
In=(a1 , a2 , ..., an),
where ai is the i th column of the identity matrix. In the sequel, mostly, the
subscript of the identity matrix will be omitted. Then if there is no shift in
the mean of the observation vectors (y1 , y2 , ..., yn),
E[Y]=BX. (2.1)
However, if there is a shift in the mean of the i th observation vector yi ,
then
E[Y]=BX+$a$i=($, B) \a$iX+#B*X*i . (2.2)
We shall write the model (2.1) and (2.2) as model H and model Hi , respec-
tively. The maximum likelihood estimator of the covariance matrix 7 under
model H and Hi are given by n&1S and n&1Si , respectively, where
S=Y(I&R) Y$, (2.3)
S i =Y(I&Ri) Y$, (2.4)
R=X$(XX$)&1 X, Ri=Xi*$ (X*i X i*$)
&1 X*i . (2.5)
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For simplicity of presentation, here we have assumed that the matrix X if
of full rank kn, so that the inverses in the above expressions are well
defined, otherwise we would need to work with generalized inverses. In
order that the estimators S and Si are positive definite with probability one,
we shall also assume that kn& p&2. It may be noted that for S to be
positive definite with probability one, we need only kn& p&1, but
under Si we have an additional parameter.
Following Sen and Srivastava (1990, p. 174), it can be shown that
Si=S&(1&rii)&1 eie$i ,
where
rii=x$i (XX$)&1 xi ,
ei=yi&y^i , (2.6)
y^i=B xi , B =YX$(XX$)
&1,
where B is the MLE of B under the hypothesis H. The MLE of B* is given
by
B*=YXi*$ (X i*Xi*$)&1,
from which the estimate of $ and B under the alternative hypothesis Hi can
be obtained. However, the likelihood ratio test for the hypothesis H against
the alternative Hi , in the normal model, is simply the ratio of the deter-
minants of the two estimators of 7 under H and Hi , respectively. Thus,
larger values of the ratio |S||Si | will indicate the rejection of the
hypothesis. Let
Ti=e$i S&1e i (1&rii). (2.7)
Then
*i=|S||Si |=(1&Ti)&1=1+Ti (1&Ti)&1.
Thus, H is rejected for larger values of Ti . Hence, the likelihood ratio test
will be based on the statistic
T= max
1in
Ti . (2.8)
Larger values of T will indicate the rejection of the hypothesis. To obtain
the significance point of the statistic in (2.8), we need to find its distribu-
tion. However, since Ti ’s are not independent, the distribution of T is not
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available. Usually, a conservative test based on Bonferroni’s upper bound
is carried out in such a situation:
P(Tt) :
n
i=1
P(Tit).
Under the hypothesis of no outlier, it will be shown in the next section that
the marginal distribution of Ti ’s are identical, in fact it will be shown that
f &p+1
p
(*i&1)=
f &p+1
p
Ti
1&Ti
tFp, f& p+1 ,
where Fr, s denotes the F-distribution with (r, s) degrees of freedom and
f =n&k&1.
Thus,
P(Tt)nP(T1t)=nP \Fp, f& p+1f &p+1p
t
1&t+ .
To improve the above result, we may use the lower Bonferroni inequality
and upper Hunter (1976)Worsley (1982) inequality:
nP(T1t)& :
i< j
P(Tit, Tjt)
P(Tt)nP(T1t)& :
n&1
i=1
P(Tit, Ti+1t).
To use the above inequality, we need to find the joint distribution of Ti and
Tj . This is done in Section 2.2.
2.1. Distribution of Ti under Model H (No Outlier)
Since
Ti=e$i S&1e i (1&r ii)
and
S= :
n
j=1
eje$j ,
we expect that Ti has a beta distribution. To demonstrate that it is indeed
true, let
l$i=a$i (I&R)(1&r ii)12,
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where ai is the i th column of the identity matrix. Then
l$i li=1, l$iY$=e$i (1&rii) (&12).
Let C(A) denote the column vector space of A and Ao any matrix which
generates C(A)=, i.e. the orthogonal complement of C(A). It may be noted
that l$iX$=0. Thus li # C(X$)= and
C((X$)o)=C(li)+C((X$)
o) & C(li)=.
Hence, we can write for some Gi : n_n(n&k&1) of rank n&k&1,
S=Yli (l$i li)
&1 l$iY$+YGi (G$i Gi)
&1 GiY$=Yli l$iY$+Wi
=eie$i (1&rii)&1+Wi ,
where the two quadratic forms on the right-hand side are independently
distributed with
ei tNp(0, (1&rii) 7)
and
Wi tWp(7, n&k&1).
Hence,
T i =e$i (ei e$i (1&rii)&1+Wi)&1 ei
=
e$iW
&1
i ei (1&rii)
&1
1+e$iW
&1
i e i (1&rii)
&1 .
This gives
f &p+1
p
Ti
1&Ti
tFp, f& p+1 ,
where f =n&k&1.
2.2. Joint Null Distribution of Ti and Tj
In the last section we showed that the null distribution of Ti does not
depend on i and it has a beta distribution. However, the null joint distribu-
tion of Ti and Tj depends on (i, j). Let
L$=(li , lj), LL$=\ 1l$j l i
l$i lj
1 + \
1
\ ij
\ij
1 +=F. (2.9)
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The vectors li and lj are as defined in the previous section and have the
property that l$i X=0 and l$jX=0. Thus, L # C((X$)
o) and for some Q
S=YL$(LL$)&1 LY$+YQ$(QQ$) QY$
=YL$F&1LY$+W#UF&1U$+W,
where
U=YL$tNp, 2(0, I, F)
and
WtWp(7, n&k&2)
are independently distributed. Note that
\ij =l$i l j=
a$i (I&R) aj
- (1&rij)(1&rij)
=&
x$i (XX)
&1 xj
- (1&rii)(1&r jj)
=&
rij
- (1&rii)(1&r jj)
and
Ti=u$i (UF&1U$+W)&1 u i ,
where
U=(ui , uj)=YL$=(Yli , Ylj).
The joint density of U and W is given by
(2?)&p (212pm1p( 12m))
&1 |F|12p |W|12( p& p&1) e&12 tr(W+UF&1U$),
where the multivariate gamma function is defined by
1p \12 a+=?14p( p&1) ‘
p
i=1
1 \n&i+12 +
and
m=n&k&2.
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Putting S=W+UF&1U$ and M=S&12U, we find that the Jacobian of
the transformation from (W, U)  (S, M) equals J(W, U  S, M)=|S|.
Thus, the joint density of S and M is given by
(2?)&p (212pm1p( 12m))
&1 |F|&12p |S|12(m& p+1)
_|I&F&1M$M|12(m& p&1) e&12 tr S.
Integrating out S by using the expression of a Wishart density, we get the
marginal density of M as
?&p
1p(
1
2m+1)
1p(
1
2m)
|F| &12p |I&F&1M$M| 12(m& p&1).
Let
H=M$M=U$S&1U=\u$1S
&1u1
u$2S&1u1
u$1S
&1u1
u$2S&1u2+=\
Ti
Tij
Tij
Tj + ,
where
Ti=u$iS&1u i=l$i Y$S&1Yl i=e$i S&1ei (1&r ii).
Then, from Lemma 3.2.3 of Srivastava and Khatri (1979), the density of
H is given by
fv(\ij)=(1&\2ij)
&(12)(m&1) 1p(
1
2m+1)
1p(
1
2m) 12(
1
2p)
(T iTj&T 2ij)
12( p&3)
+
_[(1&Ti)(1&Tj)&(\ ij&Tij)2]v+ ,
where v=12(m& p&1) and (a)+ means a>0. Thus,
T 2ij<TiTj
and
(\ij&Tij)2<(1&Ti)(1&Tj).
Theorem 2.1. Let Ti (Tj) be defined by (2.7). The statistic Ti is Beta
distributed. The joint density of Ti and Tj is given by
(1&\2ij)
&(12)(m&1) 1p(
1
2m+1)
1p(
1
2m) 12(
1
2p) |
b
a
(TiTj&Tij)12( p&3)
_((1&Ti)(1&Tj)&(\ij&Tij)2)v dT ij ,
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where v=12(m& p&1), a=max[&- Ti Tj , \ij&- (1&Ti)(1&Tj)], b=
min[- TiTj , \ij+- (1&Ti)(1&Tj)] and \ ij is defined in (2.9).
Usually \ij will be small and expanding fv(\ij) around pij=0, gives
fv(\ij)=(1+ 12(m&1) \
2
ij) fp, v(0)+(2\ ijvTij&\
2
ijv) fp, v&1(0)
+\2ij2v(v&1) T
2
ij fp, v&2(0)+O(\
3
ij).
Hence, based on the first terms in the Taylor expansion, we present an
approximation of the density in Theorem 2.1.
Corollary 2.1. A Taylor expansion of the joint density of Ti and Tj is
given by
|
b
a
[(1+ 12(m&1) \
2
ij) fp, v(0)+(2\ijvTij&\
2
ij v) fp, v&1(0)
+\2ij2v(v&1) T
2
ij fp, v&2(0)] dT ij ,
where
a=min[- Ti Tj , - (1&Ti)(1&Tj)]
and
b=max[- Ti Tj , - (1&Ti)(1&Tj)].
3. GROWTH CURVE MODEL
The growth curve model is given by
yi=ABx i+7
12=i , i=1, 2, ..., n,
where A is a p_q matrix of known constants, r(A)=q, B is a q_k matrix
of unknown parameters, xi ’s are k-vectors of known constants, =i ’s are i.i.d.
Np(0, I), and 712 is the unique symmetric square root of the unknown
covariance matrix 7 of the random vectors yi . The model is of both practi-
cal and theoretical interest and was introduced by Potthoff and Roy
(1964). For a general review of the model see von Rosen (1991) or the
recent book on growth curves by Kshirsagar and Smith (1995). If there is
a shift in the mean of the i th observation vector, then we can write for
some unknown vector $,
E[yi]=A(Bx i+$)=A($, B) \ 1xi+ .
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Defining, Y, X, Zi , and ai as in the regression model, we can write the
above model in matrix notation as follows. When there is no shift in the
mean, called model H (or hypothesis H), we have
E[Y]=ABX (3.1)
and when there is a shift in the mean of the i th observation vector yi ,
called model Hi (or hypothesis Hi),
E[Y]=A($, B) \a$iX+=A!X*i .
Let S and Si be as defined in (2.3) and (2.4), respectively. We shall also
write
S1=YRY$, S1i=YRi Y$,
where we have assumed, as before, that the matrix X is of full rank kn.
In order that these matrices be positive definite with probability one, we
need to assume that
kn& p+q&2
Then the maximum likelihood estimator of 7 under H and Hi are respec-
tively given by
n7 =S+(I&QS&1) S1(I&S&1Q), (3.2)
n7 i=Si+(I&Qi S&1i ) S1i (I&S
&1
i Qi), (3.3)
where
Q=A(A$S&1A)&1 A$, (3.4)
Qi=A(A$S
&1
i A)
&1 A$. (3.5)
Similarly, the MLE of B and ! are respectively given by
B =(A$S&1A)&1 A$S&1YX$(XX$)&1,
! =(A$S&1i A)
&1 A$S&1i YX i*$ (X*i X i*$)
&1.
From ! , we can obtain the estimator of $ and B under the hypothesis Hi ;
see Srivastava and Khatri (1979, p. 192). Hence, the likelihood ratio test
for testing the hypothesis H against the alternative Hi is the ratio of the
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determinants of the matrices |7 ||7 i | and large values of this statistic will
lead to rejection of the hypothesis H. Simplifying this statistic, we find that
*i=
|7 |
|7 i |
=
|S|
|Si |
|Ao$SiA
o|
|Ao$SAo|
, (3.6)
where Ao is any matrix of full rank which spans C(A)=. We can show that
*i=
1
1&Ti
=1+
Ti
1&Ti
,
where
Ti =
e$iS&1A(A$S&1A)&1 A$S&1 ei
(1&rii)&e$iAo(Ao$SAo)&1 Ao$ei
=
e$i S
&1A(A$S&1A)&1 A$S&1ei
(1&rii)&e$i S&1ei+e$i S&1A(A$S&1A)&1 A$S&1ei
and
Ti
1&Ti
=
e$iS
&1 A(A$S&1A)&1 A$S&1ei
(1&rij)&e$i S&1ei
. (3.7)
Thus rejecting for large values of *i is equivalent to the large values of Ti
or Ti (1&Ti). Hence, the likelihood ratio test for testing the hypothesis H
that there is no outlier (no mean shift) against the alternative that there is
an outlier in the model is based on the statistic
T= max
1in
Ti .
Large values of T will lead to the rejection of the hypothesis H. Note that
Ti can also be calculated from *i by the relation
Ti=
*i&1
*i
.
It will be shown in the next section that, under H,
f &q+1
q
Ti
1&Ti
tFq, f&q+1 , f =n&k& p+q&1.
3.1. Null Distribution of Ti and Joint Distribution of Ti and Tj
While the null distribution of *i&1=Ti (1&Ti)&1 can easily be
obtained from (3.7), the joint distribution of Ti and Tj presents difficulty by
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following the approach of Section 2. The result of Section 2, however, was
needed to write the statistic in terms of the original variables. In this sec-
tion, we consider transformed variables. Let
C$=(A(A$A)&1, Ao), p_p.
Consider the transformation
zi=Cyi , i=1, 2, ..., n.
Then, under the hypothesis Hi for some unknown $,
E[zi]=CE[yi]=CA(Bxi+$)=\Iq0 + ($, B) \
1
x i+ ,
D[Zi]=C7C$#4 (say), and z1 , z2 , ..., zn are independently distributed.
Under the hypothesis H, $=0. Let
zi=\zi(1)zi(2)+ ,
where zi(1) is a q-vector and zi(2) is a ( p&q)-vector. Thus, under Hi the
conditional distribution of zi(1) given zi(2) is normal with mean
1
E[zi(1) | zi(2)]=($, B, 1) \ xi +zi(2)
and with covariance given by
D[zi(1) | zi(2)]=41 } 2=411&412 4&122 4$12 ,
where
1=412 4
&1
22 , 4=\4114$12
412
422+ .
Writing
Z=(z1 , z2 , ..., zn)=\Z(1)Z(2) + ,
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we find that under H
E[Z(1) | Z(2)]=(B, 1) \ XZ(2)+#’X
and under Hi , it is equal to
E[Z(1) | Z(2)]=($, B, 1) \a$iX +#’*X (i) .
The maximum likelihood estimator of 41 } 2 under H is given by
4 1, 2, ’=Z(1)(I&X $(X X $)
&1 X ) Z$(1)
and under Hi it is given by
4 1 } 2, ’* =Z(1)(I&X $(i)(X (i)X $(i))
&1 X (i)) Z$(1)
=4 1 } 2, ’&e~ ie~ $i(1&r ii),
where
e~ i =zi(1)&Z (1)X $(X X $)
&1 X ai
=Z(1) ai&Z(1)R ai=Z(1)(I&R ) ai
and
R =X $(X X $)&1 X =(r~ ij).
Thus, given Z(2) , e~ i is Nq(0, (1&r~ ii)41 } 2) under the hypothesis. Also under
the hypothesis 4 1 } 2, ’ tWq(41 } 2 , n&k& p+q). Thus, the likelihood ratio
statistic is given by
*i=
|4 1 } 2, ’ |
|4 1 } 2, ’* |
=
1
1&T i
,
where
T i=e~ $i 4 &11 } 2, ’ e~ i (1&r~ ii).
Following as in the regression case of Section 2, it can be shown that
f &q+1
q
T i
1&T i
tFq, f&q+1 , f =n&k& p+q&1.
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Note that the distribution of T i does not depend on the conditioning
variable. Hence, T i has the same distribution as Ti . The main purpose is,
however, to obtain the joint distribution of T i and T j , which we did not
succeed by the approach of Section 3. Therefore, we rely on a conditional
approach. Thus, letting
T ij=e$i 4 &11 } 2, ’ e~ j
the conditional joint distribution of T i and T j , given Z(2) , is given by
Theorem 2.1 with Tij  T ij , \ij  \~ ij , p  q, m  m~ , where
m~ =n&k&2& p+q=m&( p&q)
and
\~ ij=
r~ ij
- (1&r~ ii)(1&r~ ij)
.
We may choose Ao such that the (marginal) distribution of all the elements
of Z(2) are i.i.d. N(0, 1).
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